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ABSTRACT: This paper describes the daylighting study that was realised for the new factory of 
Turbomeca, located in Bordes, south west part of France [1]. A scale model of the building was 
monitored under the artificial sky of Solar Energy Laboratory of the Swiss Federal Institute of 
Technology in Lausanne, Switzerland (LESO-PB/EPFL) [2]. The aim of this work was to find out the 
most appropriate design of the roof, in order to simultaneously guarantee good daylighting conditions 
as well as an efficient shading system.  
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1. INTRODUCTION  
 
1.1 Building description 
Several industrial halls, located on both sides of an 
office building line, constitute the new factory of 
Turbomeca. This line is a North-West/South-East 
oriented axis as shown in Fig. 1. The working area of 
the factory is 40.000 m2 and the total length of the 
building is 335 m. 
 
 

 
Figure 1: overall plan of the new factory. 
 
The factory is located near Pau, in the south-west 
part of France. The climatic conditions are rather 
“mild”, as the monthly average minimum temperature 
is always above 0°C. According to Meteonorm data 
[3], the average temperatures in June, July and 
August are respectively 17.9°C, 19.6°C and 19.6°C. 
There are about 1900 sunny hours per year.  
 
Turbomeca is today's leading manufacturer of low- to 
medium-power gas turbine for helicopters. The 
company also produces turbojet engines. The 
extreme precision of the work implies very limited 
indoor climatic variations and the air temperature 
should be as constant as possible between 0 and 4m 
from the floor level.  
 

According to the building owner’s wishes, the factory 
conception has to follow the scopes of the HQE® 
approach [4], and the optimization of daylighting 
conditions is one of the targets. 
 
1.2 Architecture 
The architects want to provide this large building with 
a unique and continuous roof realised as a fluid steel 
and glass skin. This “double roof” is a huge but light 
openwork layer floating above the built volumes (see 
Fig. 2). 
 
 

 
Figure 2: South-East facade. 
 
 
The ambition of the design team was to reproduce the 
solar selectivity of a north oriented shed system with 
this thin membrane located 3 m above the halls. The 
key point was then to test various materials and 
systems in order to check their selectivity, to estimate 
their diffuse light transmission coefficient, and to 
adapt the opening index so as to guarantee good 
daylighting autonomy. 
 
1.3 Solutions 
One of the considered solutions was to use expanded 
metal sheets, with the holes oriented towards north  
 
Compared with perforated metal, this solution offers a 
microstructure able to block light rays coming from 
half of the sky, as shown in Fig. 3. This device acts as 
an oriented filter. There are a lot of different types of 
expanded metal sheets, with specific performance 
regarding light transmission.  
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Figure 3: Schematic view of the  expanded metal 
light selectivity. 
 
A more classical solution consists in using horizontal 
blinds tilted and spaced out so as to look at the 
northern par of the sky. 
 
 
2. CONFIGURATIONS 
 
The study was divided in three parts. 
a) Evaluation of the halls opening index. 
b) Evaluation of 3 double roof configurations. 
c) Evaluation of triangular holes in the double roof. 
 
A synthesis was then made to find out the most 
appropriate combination. 
 
2.1 Opening index 
Three aperture indexes were taken into consideration: 
• 20% 
• 30% 
• 40% 
The openings are horizontal rectangular holes fitted 
with translucent material. The roof thickness, including 
impervious flashing is 1 m.  
 
2.2 Double roof configurations  
The three following double roof configurations were 
tested (see Fig. 4) :  
• Louvers (L) 
• Expanded metal “wide shape” (WS) 
• Expanded metal “narrow shape” (NS) 
 
These devices were evaluated with the 30% opening 
index configuration. 
 

 
Figure 4: views of the 3 double roof configurations 
 
2.3 Triangular “gills” 
A fourth roof configuration has been tested in order to 
characterize the influence of large triangular 
apertures facing north (see Fig. 5). 

The goal was there to estimate whether a macro 
perforation of the roof could contribute to tune up the 
daylight contribution. 
This configuration deals with architectural 
considerations aiming to make this huge roof “lighter”. 
 

 
Figure 5: Schematic view of the triangular openings. 
 
 
3. EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS 
 
3.1 Scale model 
A 1/100 scale model of one of the workshop units, 
was built (see Fig. 6). A mirror was placed in front of 
the northern facade of the unit in order to simulate the 
influence of a neighbouring unit (top left of the 
picture). A half of the central axis hosting office rooms 
was connected to the workshop unit (top right of the 
picture). Tracing paper sheets were used to represent 
the diffuse glazing of the roof apertures. 
 

 

 
Figure 6: view of the scale model with the mirror 
 
3.2 Measurements 

 
Figure 7 : Cross section showing the position of 4 of 
the photocells. Point D corresponds to the lowest 
illuminance value of the hall. 
 
Seven photocells were placed into the unit. An 
external cell was used as reference for daylight factor 
evaluation.  
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The luminance distribution of the sky was CIE 
overcast standard. 
3.3 Weighting factors 
Different weighting factors were used to balance the 
results in order to take into account the fact that 
facades glazings, furniture and horizontal structures 
were not physically represented on the model. 
 
 
4. DAYLIGHTING TARGETS 
 
4.1  Required illuminance levels  
The minimum indoor lighting level is 600 lux and the 
artificial lighting system is designed to provide 1000 
lux when put into operation.  
 
4.2  Daylighting autonomy 
The average values for the indoor annual daylight 
autonomy are namely considered satisfactory at 60% 
for 600 lux and 40% for 1000 lux (Fig. 8). 
 
The annual daylight sufficiency represents the time 
during which the indoor requested lighting levels are 
obtained without artificial lighting. 
 
These values are calculated on a yearly base, 
between 8h00 and 18h00 (solar time), and take into 
consideration meteorological data from Pau 
(Meteonorm [3]). Daylighting autonomy calculation is 
extrapolated from daylight factor values, using the 
DIAL-Europe method [5].  
 
Table 1: Qualitative appraisal of daylighting 
autonomy as a function of the illuminance value. 
 

 
 
 
5. RESULTS 
 
5.1 Roof apertures index 
Figure 8a & 8b shows the influence of the aperture 
index on the daylighting availability on the workplane. 
Without double roof, the 3 configurations are very 
satisfactory since the daylighting autonomy exceeds 
85%. 
  

 
Figure 8a: daylight factor values as a function of the 
opening index (without double roof). 
 

 
Figure 8b: influence of the aperture index on 
daylighting autonomy inside the halls (cross section 
according to Fig. 7). 
 
5.2 Double roof configurations 
Figure 9a & 9b show the respective influence of each 
of the three double-roof configurations. The 
measurements were made with the 30% opening 
index configuration. 
The best option is “Narrow shaped”. Comparison 
between Fig. 8a and Fig. 9a shows that this option 
leads to divide by 2 the daylight factor values.  
This set of measurements shows that the “Wide 
shape”, though it looks more open than “Narrow” one, 
is less efficient. This directly linked with the “effective” 
perforating rate. 
 

 
Figure 9a: Daylight factor values as a function of the 
double-roof type. 
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Figure 9b: Daylighting autonomy as a function of the 
double-roof type 
 
Another interesting statement is that louvers are the 
less effective solution. This is partly due to the fact 
that, for the model, they were made with thick grey 
cardboard. In reality, the performance of this 
configuration should be better. Furthermore; the shiny 
finish of metal blades should lead to increase the 
transmission of light. 
 
Whatever the solution, the average daylighting 
autonomy is over 70%. This means that the worth 
configuration will provide 600 lux on the work plane 
during at least 70% of the opening hours (bewteen 
8h00 and 18h00). According to § 4.2 (see. Table 1), 
this is very satisfactory. 
 
5.3 Contribution of the triangular gills 
Fig. 10a shows that the implementation of triangular 
holes in the double roof, leads to gain 3% regarding 
the daylight factor. 
In terms of autonomy, this implies a 10% increase of 
the daylighting autonomy for 600 lux (cf. Fig 10b). 
 

 
Figure 10a: DF values with/without triangular gills. 
 

 
Figure 10b: Daylighting autonomy values with or 
without triangular gills. 

This option gives the designers a safety margin to 
eventually compensate the occurrence of any 
negative parameter (structure, opening index, etc.)  
 
 
6. DISCUSSION 
 
This work led to develop and transform the design of 
the building, taking into account feasibility and costs 
parameters.  
 
The three following decisions issued from there: 

• Reduction of the opening index: 

For costs issues, it has been determined by the 
design team that the optimum opening index is 25%.  
This decision leads to reduce the indoor daylight 
availability and would have to be compensated. 

• Implementation of louvers 

It appeared that the implementation of expanded 
metal sheets would imply to an important modification 
of the structure. Actually this material needs to be 
included into frames, which lead to weigh down the 
system. On the other side, the use of louvers allows 
to build a very light system by means of standard 
products. 

• Louvers spacing 

The realisation of triangular holes appeared to 
significantly increase the double-roof complexity and 
to weaken the solar selectivity of the whole system. 
Thus it has been decided to replace this by an 
adaptive arrangement of the louvers.  
 
The idea is to reduce the blades density from time to 
time, depending on the openings position. Figure 11 
below shows that this device allows simultaneously to 
favour diffuse northern light and to stop light rays 
coming from the southern part of the sky. 
 
Furthermore, this leads to reduce the weight of the 
louvers as well as the use of raw material. 
The precise design of this device (size of the blades, 
distance from the openings, spacing, etc) will take 
place within the next weeks. 

 

 
Figure 11: Schematic representation of the adaptable 
spacing of the louvers, in order to optimise the use of 
diffuse light coming from the north while blocking sun 
beams. 
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7. CONCLUSIONS 
 
The use of the artificial sky led to scan several 
complex devices and combinations within a very short 
time period. The analysis of the results allow the 
design team to balance between the different options 
and to make a “sound” decision taking into account 
many key parameters such as performance, 
selectivity, cost, feasibility, etc. 
 
The final solution shows very satisfying performance 
and the daylight contribution to indoor lighting will be 
very high. 
This will find expression in both energy saving 
(electricity) and comfort enhancement. 
 
A similar work could have been done using computer 
simulation tools such as Radiance [6] or Genelux [7]. 
Our opinion is that this would probably have let the 
architects further from the decision.  
 
We think that the use of scale models is a very 
concrete way to progress toward concrete solutions 
as far as it is an intuitive way to approach daylight 
reality. The whole monitoring procedure only took one 
day and during this short time, many configurations 
were tested, including “last minute” solutions. 
 
During this process, the designers and the daylighting 
expert assessed together both figures (DF) and visual 
information. Thanks to this step-by-step work, it has 
been possible to progress toward an “optimal” and 
feasible solution. 
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